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TELFED TURNS 60

ome don’t like to be reminded of birthdays. One’s
fiercest critic - the mirror - diminishes the excitement. Not so for Telfed and the State of Israel that
share a 60th this year. Both are looking good after
an adventurous six decades and are shaping up to
meet tomorrow’s challenges.
For Telfed that means – increased aliya. “Over
sixty aliya files were opened in January in SA,” says
Israel Centre Director Ofer Dahan, “representing
nearly a third of the total aliyah figures for an average
year.” Whether it’s the power outages or maybe South
African Jews are “seeing the light”, they are coming,
and on the 5th July an El Al plane will be arriving
from South Africa with a planeload of olim.
So while Telfed will be organizing during the
course of 2008 a number of events and activities
celebrating the achievements of the past, “we are
preparing for the future,” says Telfed Director Sidney
Shapiro. “As it is, we have enormous strains on our
financial resources from providing scholarships to
our youth to monthly stipends to our aged and now
with an increased aliya, we have to be prepared. This
is why we are going out on a fundraising campaign
as we last did in 1993.” (See article on page 42)
Telfed was established in 1948 to service the
volunteers who came from Southern Africa to fight
in Israel’s War of Independence. Sixty years on,
it is now servicing a community that has grown
and settled the length and breadth of the country,
contributing in nearly every facet of this enterprising nation. What better way to embrace the future
than to welcome and support our fellow Southern
Africans who are ‘coming home’ in Israel’s and
Telfed’s 60th year.
David Kaplan, Editor
Telfed Magazine thanks the following institutions and individuals for cosponsoring the printing and distribution of this issue in South Africa.
• the IDC, Herzliya, Raphael Recanati International School
• the Jewish Agency’s Baruch Kostsewa, Director of the
Publications and Information Section of the Immigration and
Absorption Department and Barbara Meltz-Kahn, Director of
Western Languages for the Publications and Information Section of the
Aliyah and Integration Department.



IN THE MAIL
STIRRING TIMES
Dear Editor,
Your Cover Story in the Telfed October
2007 issue commemorating the 40th anniversary of the Six Day War played an
important part
in highlighting
those who came
as volunteers to
help in Israel’s
reconstruction – many of
whom remained
in the country or
returned later.
I was pleased
to see you included letters from my book,
“A Shield About Me”, from those who lived
through those momentous days contributing
to a picture of the young State under the
threat of annihilation.

Muriel Chesler, Beth Protea

TIEING THE KNOT AT TELFED
Dear Editor,
In your October issue you mentioned that
some Nachal volunteers had been married at
the Telfed Hostel in Tel Aviv. Perla and I met

Please Note: The date on the right
corner of your mailing label indicates
the date of your last payment for Telfed
Magazine. If no date appears, we have not
yet received payment from you.


Simie Weinstein officiating at the wedding ceremony of Roy
and Perla Chweidan in the Telfed Hostel (1958).
while we were serving in Nachal in 1956 and
on my discharge in 1958 were married at the
Hostel in a military ceremony officiated by
Simie Weinstein (z’’l). The army organized
the wedding at their expense.
Life was much simpler in those days and
Perla arrived at the wedding by taxi and I
by bus accompanied by my friends and a
bottle of brandy, which we finished before
the ceremony began. There was music,
the food was simple, no speeches and we
received hardly any presents. But what a
great atmosphere! Simie rescued me at the
signing ceremony because he said I was
“ongeshnosket”.
The Hostel was packed with many recently
discharged soldiers, a group from Tzora and
veteran Israeli members of Perla’s family.
Col. Schulman issued us with a Ktuba
Tsva-it (Military marriage document),
which remains today one of my most prized
possessions.

Roy Chweidan, Netanya

HELPFUL HAND
A letter to Ofer Dahan, Director of the
Israel Centre in Johannesburg from Chani
Kazarnovsky, studying at the IDC Herzliya’s
International School of Business.
Dear Ofer,
I’d like to let you know that I have made
a smooth, fast and easy ‘landing’ in my new
home! All the bureaucratic processes went
quickly, thanks to Telfed. I’m officially
now an Israeli.
I have received a Telfed scholarship and
am participating in their PRAS volunteering program, where I visit a senior lady
twice a week. I also have a part-time job
at a restaurant in the Dan Accadia Hotel in
Herzliya Pituach, which is fun.
It’s going well at the IDC, interesting
classes and fun being on campus with all
my friends. There are lots of South Africans
here this year - about 32. It’s growing each
year.
So all in all, I’m VERY HAPPY in my
new home. This has definitely been the
right move for me and feels like I’m really
living the dream. Just wanted to update you
and hope I put a smile on your face! I sure
have one on mine.
Best regards, Chani

To all South Africans wanting to subscribe to Telfed Magazine by credit card; A
year’s subscription: $35 (includes postage)
Telfed’s toll-free number from SA is 0800
– 997 – 495. People who wish to pay
by credit card from SA should speak to:
Helayne - ext. 220 or Sharon - ext. 201.
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car and house insurance

- English Summary medical and life insurance

countrywide (09)862-4824

RELIABLE RENOVATIONS
Philip Symon, always the perfectionist,
brings you the latest techniques for
upgrading, refurbishing and maintaining
your property.
For over twenty years Philip Symon has
been synonymous with reliability and
expertise.
Join his long list of satisfied clients and
bring a touch of class to your home.
Call today for free advise and/or quotes.
(054)4315005, philip_symon@hotmail.com

Plumber
24-hour express service

•Expert in locating and
Telephones
repairing leaks
(direct)
•
•Bathroom renovations
050-5308104
•Installation of hot water
•
boiler systems and
(09)7749016
geysers
•
(09)7715556
•Agreements with all
insurance companies


PEOPLE
Saba. He quickly mastered Hebrew sign
language and for four months, became an
integral part of the Keshev faculty.

Ear to the Ground
By Dorron Kline
Twenty-five-year old Simon Ash, communicates in sign language and lip reading. Having been the only Jew at the
Catholic St. Vincent School for the Deaf in
Johannesburg, he quickly picked up from
his class mates how to become anti-Semitic.
“I hate Jews!” he one day expressed to his
older brother Craig.
“It was time to join Betar,” the older
brother decided.
Machane changed his life. “I was mixing
for the first time with so many young Jews,”
but more important, “they were proud to be
Jews. It felt good to belong to Betar.”
Simon’s fist visit to Israel was on a
Jewish Agency Internship programme
arranged by Shay Felber, the Betar shaliah
in Johannesburg. At age 23 Simon kissed
the tarmac at Ben Gurion airport and
immediately volunteered as a sports teacher
at the Keshev School for the deaf in Kfar



Last year Simon returned to Israel,
this time as an immigrant.
Simon Ash, a deaf
Following his initial absorpoleh, working in the
Ra’anana Park.
tion, utilizing Telfed’s manifold Klita services, he soon
found a job in the Ra’anana municipal
gardening department. Nine months later,
the head of the gardening department
answered Simon’s mother, Sheryl, “Don’t
thank me. He has given this city much more
than we gave him!”
Simon is about to start a special sixmonth Ulpan for the deaf.

Herber House Reunion
In 1943, Herber House was acquired
in Yeoville, Johannesburg, by the South
African Board of Jewish Education to provide a boarding house for Jewish children
whose parents lived in the far away country
communities. These children came to study
at schools such as Athlone Boys’ or Girls’
High, Yeoville Boys’ School and Barnato
Park. Recently, some 50 former residents
of Herber House met at Kibbutz Nachshon
in a first ever reunion.

Dorron Kline, who represented Telfed
at the reunion, reports:
“That was the last time he called me a
Jew,” related world-renowned martial arts
specialist Dennis Hanover. Frequently
defending himself against anti-Semitic

Participants at the reunion.
Reunion Organising Committee: the Shefts
brothers- Avri and Gerry, their wives
Galya and Lotty, Michael Yachad, Bernard
Lapidus, Bennie Bar Yehuda (Croock) and
Shulamit Kur - Goodman.

bullies at school, Dennis developed his own
style of fighting. Returning to Herber House
after school, he would then teach his fellow
boarders his new ‘proven’ moves.

by the number of graduates who had made
aliya and attended the reunion.

Today in his 70’s, he still trains the
Israeli army in self-defense techniques.
“My Jewish pride, knowledge and fighting
abilities are all a result of the time spent at
Herber House. It was there that I learnt that
a Jew must stand up for himself.”

lence” when he let his feelings be known to
the fundraisers who came to his school to
collect for the British forces in Palestine.
“Julian stood firm in refusing to help the
British against the “Hagana”, “Etzel” and
“Lechi”.” Leon concluded his reminiscing
- some of it in Afrikaans - with the blowing
of the Shofar, the blasts of which reverberated throughout the Kibbutz.

Dennis attended the reunion with his
grandson, Alon Bachar - a Jujitsu champion who follows in his grandfather’s
footsteps.
Both Avri Shefts and his brother Gerry
are graduates from the 1940’s and were part
of a South African Garin of the Ha’Shomer
Ha’Tzair youth movement that came and
established Nachshon soon after Israel’s
independence.

Leon Glasser from Efrat recalled how his
brother Julian “received a hiding for inso-

As speakers stood up to tell their tales,
the teenage love stories were revealed.
Laughter shook the room when some of
the female Herber House graduates discovered, 50 years too late, the identities
of their secret admirers!
continued on next page

“Jewish pride was part of the ethos that
we acquired at Herber House,” Says Avri.
“Even though we were not all religious,
prayer and Jewish study were a compulsory part of the curriculum. Although we
complained about it and held secret competitions in order to see who could finish
Davening the fastest, it helped to cement
a strong Jewish-Zionist identity.”
The proof of that assertion was evident



PEOPLE
Bernard Lapidus had been quick to stand
up for his Jewish identity. His parents sent
him and his sister from their farm near
Piet Retief to Johannesburg, following
his expulsion from a local school. The
reason? “One of the pupils called me a
‘filthy Jew’ so I washed his mouth in the
toilet bowl!”
Also there was the accomplished pianist

Gita Franco, whose love for the Hebrew
language developed while she was at
Herber House. “I loved Hebrew so much
that I decided to become a Hebrew teacher.
However, music was my other great passion and so I became a Hebrew music
teacher.”

Ian Rogow recalled his hidings for
misbehaviour - “not unusual to be beaten
with a leather luggage strap.” However, he
was hardly unprepared. “Before coming
to Herber House I attended a school in
Upington where my teacher was a member
of the Ossewa Brandwag. As a Jew, I was
the prime target for his leather strap.” So
although hidings were never pleasant “I
preferred the ones I received at Herber
House!”
Sadly, Herber House has had its Israeli
fallen heroes too — Joshua Levy (z”l) was
killed in a battle with terrorists in 1952.
One of the suggestions to come out of the
reunion was to set up a trust fund at Telfed
in his memory, for Israeli children who live
under war conditions today.
The other was not to wait too long for
the next reunion!



Young Performers
Eleven year old Talya Klompas from
Raanana ‘took gold’ winning the girls
50m freestyle in last year’s National
Junior Championships. She is the daughter of Jerome and Debbie (née Serebro)
of Ra’anana, who made aliya from
Johannesburg in 1994.
Swimming for Bnei
Herzliya, “she trains
six times a week,” a
proud dad told Telfed
Magazine.
Open to contenders
worldwide, 14 year old

Gil, son of Ron and
Stephanie Haimovitz
(above)
Champion
swimmer Talya
Klompas and
(below) Ta Kwan
Du Champion Gil
Haimovitz

of Gedera recently won
the bronze in the Croatian Open
Ta Kwan Du Championship. No
less proud are his grandparents,
Gaby and Freda Haimovitz ,
residents in Telfed’s Ra’anana
complex and Bella Alswang of
Netanya.
Gil will be competing in the world
championships to be
held in Turkey in May
2008. •

10 Kikar Haatzmaut, Netanya; Tel: 09-8607000, Fax 09-8620719

PESACH SPECIALS
• SOUTH AFRICA:

Johannesburg: $571 + taxes
Cape Town: $671 + taxes

(selected flights)

• LONDON: $559 charter flight including all taxes
• ZURICH: EUR 455 flight only
		

Call Hilary Kaplan at:

EUR 620 fly/drive (minimum 2 pax)

•ALSO AVAILABLE ALL CRUISE SPECIALS TO EUROPE/RUSSIA

		

“YOUR TRAVEL EXPERTS”
Contact: NIEL BOBROV: 09-8607001

The Drom Afrika II

For Your Travel
Requirements,
Wherever, Whenever...
09-7672404
050-5372522
hildav@netvision.net.il

Many former Southern Africans in
Israel are familiar with the exploits of the
‘Drom Afrika’, the ship that brought seven
young South African ‘sailors’ to Palestine
in 1947.

Sunday nights to fight the Afrikaner fascists
on the City Hall steps. The Communist
Party was heavily outnumbered and
appealed to the Zionists for support. We
were keen to oblige, after all, we had a
common cause in fighting the anti-Semitic
Ossewa Brandwag.

While that full story has been published
in Telfed Magazine, few know about the
dramatic voyage of the Drom Afrika 11,
which arrived in 1949 with another group
of South Africans.

In June 1948, Zvi Infeld of the SAZF
appealed for volunteers to man a minesweeper, the Hector IV, which the Africa
Palestine Fisheries had purchased for a
future Israeli navy. I volunteered, as did

Solly Blecher (Ben Ami) from Moshav

Jacky Kaplan, Cecil Abrahams, Sydney
Goldman, Jack Witkin,
Peter Silberman, Harold
Formerly a whaler,
the Drom Afrika.
Levitan, Solly Meltzer,
Jacky Kaplan (ctr)
Mike Shakonovsk y,
Solly Blecher (rt) on
Max Abramowitz
the ‘lookout’.
(Australia), Cyril
Ian Rogow addressing
Spilkin, Harry Milner,
the South African
Barney Smith and Zami
Alumni Association.
Reef.

Orot was on board and tells
his story:
After studying for six
months at Wits in 1947,
I went on hachshara at
Northcliff spending six
months working on the
land, occasionally venturing into Johannesburg on

continued on page 8
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The Drom Afrika II berthed in Haifa harbour at the end of
March 1949 alongside the abandoned Exodus. How fitting that
its predecessor, the Drom Afrika I, arrived in port the same
day in 1947 as the Exodus.

We renamed the ship the
‘Drom Afrika II’ and attached
a Magen David to the funnel.
The fo’c’s’le originally had a
6-pounder cannon, so our first
Telfed spoke to Issy (Greenberg) Granot, a retired architect,
job was to paint over the base
who was on board the ‘Drom Afrika’. “As we sailed into Haifa,
on which it rested, covering
we saw the Exodus being towed into port. We watched as some
up any signs of military intent.
4,500 passengers, mostly Holocaust survivors, were transferred
Our mission was supposed to
from the Exodus onto three British ships. That night Haifa port
be secret, but the crew could
was alive with activity. Police launches patrolled the harbor,
not shut their mouths and
dropping depth charges to scare off Jewish frogmen. How excited
very soon the boat became
we were to see at least one British ship used for transporting
a sort of curiosity attracting
Jews from Palestine to Cyprus sink at the wharf.”
inquisitive onlookers. But
soon there would be far more
continued from page 7
serious leaks!
So off to Cape Town we went and spent
Weighing anchor we set sail, but before
two months chipping and scraping away
reaching Walvis Bay we sprang a leak and
at the ship’s hull and showering each day
were forced to return. Limping back into
at the Seaman’s Mission.
Victoria dock, baling water throughIn our spare time we tried
out the night, The Cape Argus could
conducting ourselves like
not resist the headline: “Drom Afrika
‘experienced’ sailors. We
II makes a false start”.
must have been somewhat
After a month of repairs we set sail
convincing as we became
again
and made it to Walvis Bay where
favourably acquainted with
we were welcomed by the
a lot of pretty girls! We
David Hersh, Chairman
Jewish community.
of the WPZC in Israel
were viewed as heroesin-the-making and were
well received by Cape Town’s Jewish
community.

AS FOR THE CREW!
The captain was a drunken Welshman,
the Chief Mate a drug addict, the bosun, a
coloured man from Cape Town, the chief
engineer an anti-Semitic Englishman, the
second engineer a sensitive Dane and the
cook a coloured man with a heart of gold.



with pro-Israel advocate,
entertainer Pat Boone
who wrote the lyrics to
the theme song of the
movie “Exodus.”

A week later a feud
broke out at sea between
our Captain and his Chief
Mate, each accusing the
other of drunkenness, incompetence and
drug abuse. This led us to sail up the Congo
River to Matidi for the British consul to
resolve the dispute. In the meantime, we
entertained ourselves by playing soccer
against local teams. I still remember the
scores!

Do you want DSTV right here in Israel?
Yes, M-net, Movie Magic, M-net Series and a whole
host of other DSTV Channels are now available.
Super 14 Rugby is now in full swing. Get all the
action live on SuperSport!
Documentaries, comedies, classic movies are all
included in the package.
For further information, call:

Marc, (052)6548579 or Menachem, (057)5693111
No sooner were we on the move again,
than we were beset by a terrible storm which
almost capsized the ship. It wouldn’t have
taken much, as our ship was so low that if
sitting on the edge of the deck, one could
dangle one’s feet in the water. Fish were
frequently swept on board.
We survived and sailed onto Takaradi,
Lagos and Dakar, where we met with the
ship ‘Captain Markos’ bringing a shipload
of Shanghai Jews to Israel. In Oran, in
French-controlled Algeria, we were lucky
to escape with our lives. One of our idiotic
crew members mouthed off that we were
off to fight Moslems. Before we knew it, a
group of 200 irate locals blocked our path
to the ship. Were it not for the French police
intervening, we would not have made it
back on board. One of our crew did receive

a bump on the head from a rock. From there
we sailed onto Malta, where the British
took a mild interest in us, they could do
little else as we were no longer sailing to
their Palestine, but to our Israel.
What a welcome we received! Whether
it was the fault of our ‘drunkard’ or ‘drug
addict’, but no-one in our crew had thought
it prudent to radio the Port Authority of our
arrival. The result — we were fired upon.
Anyway, we sailed out of firing range, but
later, guided in by a tug, we entered Haifa
harbour four and a half months after leaving Cape Town. •
TOP PRIORITY: When Golda Meir held the office
of Prime Minister, she tried to encourage Henry
Kissinger to make Israel a top priority.
He sent her a letter: “I would like to inform you that
I’m first an American citizen, second Secretary of
State and third a Jew.”
She responded, “In Israel we read from right to left.”



NUPTIALS
Gila, daughter of George and  Andy
Cohen, and granddaughter of
Hannah and the late Joe Cohen of
Jerusalem, married Ze’ev, son of
Chaim and Sheila Menachemson of
Jerusalem & grandson of Mace and
Ann Menachemson of Ashkelon.

Rina, daughter of David and Lynne
Conroy (Pretoria and Cape Town) of
Beer Sheva, married Uzi La’aziz BenShabo of Kiriat Gat, He is the eldest son
of Avraham (Alberto) and Ilana BenShabo of Kiriat Gat.

Lisa, daughter of Dr. Jonathan and Shelly
Cohen of Tzur Yigal, married Yaron,
son of Gabi and Rivka Greenberg of
Jerusalem.

Mazal
Tov!

Shirel, daughter of
Victor and Erica Hoch of
Johannesburg, married
Ilan Garty
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THINKING OF TRAVELLING?
Contact IAN WALDBAUM Tel. 09-7744235
who will help you personally in your home.
Tickets will be delivered to you.
PHONE DAY OR NIGHT FOR EFFICIENT SERVICE

JOHANNESBURG FROM ….

$571

Book now for March, Chagim, July & August to avoid disappointment
BIG DISCOUNTS ON SAA INTERNAL FLIGHTS, HOTELS & CAR HIRE,
KRUGER PARK, VICTORIA FALLS & GARDEN ROUTE

NEW YORK !! From $549
AUSTRALIA !! From $1180
* Charters to London & Europe from $349
* USA at low discounted fares plus Vusa & add ons
* Packages to Barcelona & Italy from $399
* Australia & New Zealand from $1180
* 3, 4 or 7-day flights or packages to Greek Islands,
Cyprus, Prague & Turkey from, $319
* Senior citizen discount fares to most places

CRUISES:
“Early bird”
discounts on
all cruises:
Alaska, Fjords,
Europe,
Mediterranean

CRUISE SPECIALS - 6 nights, Ft. Lauderdale, Bahamas from $320
7 nights: Miami/Haiti/Jamaica/Grand Cayman/Mexico/Miami from $510
Med cruises, Fjords, Venice to Barcelona, Alaska, Caribbean and other
specials on request!!
New SPECIAL---8-DAY ENGLISH-SPEAKING GUIDED TOUR TO IRELAND IN SUMMER
Before you phone the airlines – for best price and service

PHONE IAN WALDBAUM

TEL: 09-7744235
FOR BUSINESS, PLEASURE OR EMERGENCY, PHONE NOW
Fares do not include Airport ,Registration or Security taxes. Subject to availability in class of ticket with airline.

FEATURE
LIFE AT THE TOP
TIMORIM – THE EARLY YEARS

L

es Sheer, who served on Telfed’s Executive
and returned to his home town of Johannesburg
on shlichut in the late 1950’s, recently celebrated
his 80th birthday. He did so by offering his
friends and family a history lesson.
For the 50 plus guests who packed in the bus
to learn about the pioneering life on Timorim,
it was not a case of heading south to where the
moshav is situated today near Kiryat Gat, but
north to a picturesque hilltop opposite Nahalal
in the Yizreel Valley. It was here in 1951 that
Timorim was originally established by a core
group of some 20 South Africans, all members
of the Bnei Zion youth movement. Many of
them, like Les and Zippy, got married before
leaving South Africa.
The bus puffed its way up the serpentine hill,
where perched on top stands modern-day Timrat.
“The trees on the side of the road were planted
by Zippy. We were paid the princely sum of one
pound a day by the JNF,” says Les, manning
the bus microphone. “It was hell climbing up
this hill at the time, particularly through the
mud in winter, and so one of our first jobs was
building a road.”

FRONTIER LIFE
Life at the top then was a far cry from today’s
“Savyon of the Lower Galilee”. The group only
stayed there some three years. The cataclysmic
schism that tore apart the Kibbutz movement in
1952, “splitting families and friends, affected
us even though we were neither a kibbutz nor
connected with their ideologies.”
With the breakup of kibbutzim, more land was
12

needed “and they
wanted ours”. Not
that it upset Les
who as Merakez
Meshek, was
responsible for
the management
Les Sheer
of the settlement.
describing
“We have wonderful memories,
life on
but economically it was impracTimorim to
tical. Our fields were nearly a
his guests.
two-hour drive away by tractor;
east of Afula, near the Jordanian border. Being
so far away, we used to set up camp there in
season and spend periods of a week to ten days
there at a time. Showers! In our dreams! We
had no such luxuries. The water was brought
in a mobile tank and used only for cooking,
drinking and very sparingly for washing.”
So where was the water for irrigation? “We
farmed only “dry” crops - wheat, barley, corn
and hay; all reliant on rainfall. If there was a
drought, you had it.” Life was harsh.
“Our wives used to take turns cooking. Life
was also dangerous. We always had to be
watchful for Arab marauders. There was no
fence separating us and Jordan and we used to
have an extra person on the tractor with a rifle
over and above the driver who had his Sten
gun beside him. We had some close shaves,
but that was frontier life.”
What did they live in? “Converted wooden
crates that the immigrants in those days brought
their furniture in. We carved out doors and windows and could house up to four in a box.”
Back on the hill, business was better. “We
had a few guys who had been sheet metal
workers in South Africa. They set up a business

by David Kaplan

and our first order was to supply the ducting
for air conditioners to the first Dan Hotel in
Tel Aviv. This business became so successful;
it was the precursor for Miromit (the world’s
first solar heating factory), which is Timorim
spelt backwards.” Another big order, reveals
Les, “was to make the ducting for Peres’ textile
plant in Dimona.”

THE MILKY WAY
“All over these hills,” Les pointed out to
his guests “we had a huge herd of sheep. One
day I offered to help with the milking. To this
day I still do not understand why they have
to do this at 2am. Nevertheless, I reported on
time and was directed to the six sheep down
the row. It was pretty dark
rt: Pioneers in the
as there was no electricity,
fields (l-r), Barney
only paraffin lamps. I folRosenberg, Dov
Sender,
Les Sheer.
lowed their lead by squeezbelow: Starting a
ing the teat in a downward
family, Zippy and
motion and the next moment
Les Sheer with
found myself sprawled on
Dafna and Avner.
my back. Determined not
to let a sheep get the better
of me, I attacked the teat
again and…thump! After
being kicked a third time,
the boys were hysterical.
They had set me up with a
bloody ram.”

cooler, so opens the fridge and helps himself
to some bottles. I tried to stop him - “what are
you interfering for” - so I walked on into the
dining room for lunch. About ten minutes later
the man in charge of the cows came storming
in, shouting, “What the bloody hell is going on
here. The expert has come to do the artificial
insemination of the cows and all the semen in the
fridge is gone. Who the hell is responsible?”
The question needed no answer. Everyone
turned to the only person in the dining room
who had vomited.
The South Africans were joined by a group
of survivors from the Holocaust. “They were
a wonderful bunch of hard-working young
people, who had lived on
their wits to survive. For the
most part they had missed
out on an education and
some of them did not even
know their own birthdays.
One fellow took the name
of Pesach Purim, because he
remembered celebrating his
birthday sometime between
the two chagim.”
It was for the most part hearing about
the horrors of the Shoah in Johannesburg
in 1945 that made Les determined to settle
in the new Jewish State. “My parents were
dead against it, but the Shoah was the final
straw. All the memories of my schooldays came
flooding back of being taunted – “Jew boy, go
back to Palestine.”

On another occasion, when “we were on
Hachsharah on Gvat before moving to Timorim
we were working with these young guys who
had just been released from the Palmach and
At age 21 Les took their advice. •
they thought they knew everything. This was
the period of the Tzena (rationing) and
South Africa Bnei Zion will be holding a reunion on 23rd
I was learning about growing fodder.
April at Moshav Timorim from 10.00am
This bloke comes in, sees no milk in the
Contact Gidon at sgkatz@bezeqint.net or (08)673-0253
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KEREN TELFED FUND

KEREN TELFED

The Keren Telfed Fund was started over 25 years ago. Donations are used to assist members of
our Southern African community during times of individual need or national crisis.
All donations are acknowledged in this column as soon as possible after receipt thereof.

Donor......................................................... Honorees
Arthur & Vivien Wolman............................Gerald & Freda Wolman – good wishes for New Year
Leslie & Rina Stoch.................................... Zvi & Batya Jaspan – 80th birthdays
Mike & Naomi Heim ................................. Anita Friedman – 80th birthday
Edgar & Joyce Kohll................................... Bebe Feldman – Birthday
Uri & Beryl Milunsky................................. Issy Isacowitz – 90th birthday
Michael & Annette Weil............................. Anita Friedman – 80th birthday
Jackie & Davina Shmueli............................ Eve Silver – 80th birthday
Gessie & Belle Borok................................. Hilary Kaplan – 50th birthday
Allan Feinblum........................................... Keren Telfed

Hilda Sichel

Ruth Greenman; Debbie Gador; Schiller family; Ralph & Hilda Shiller; Ilana Ehrman;
Suzette Nataf; Gene & Helen Elsner; Colin Soskolne; Esther Loebl;
Leslie & Leah Sher; Frances Lewis; Solly Singer & Sheila Levitan;
Ines Eisenscher, Sharon Mehl; Nicole Sichel ……..........Hilda Sichel – 80th birthday
Hertzel & Lola Katz.................................... Leon & Menorah Charney – new home
Hertzel & Lola Katz.................................... Barney Mark – 88th birthday
Debbie & Yael Chitiz..................................Sharon Hatchuel – in appreciation
Debbie & Yael Chitiz..................................Debbie Sandler – in appreciation
Debbie & Yael Chitiz..................................Freda Wolman – in appreciation
Seymour & Hadassa Fisher.........................Ruth Trappler – 80th birthday
Ruth Omsky................................................Rona Kruger – in appreciation
Esther Shull................................................. Gerald Weil – 88th birthday
Jack & Ruth Trappler..................................Ze’ev Rafaeli – birthday

Cecil Slevin celebrating his
94th birthday.
Jeanette Dick...............................................Bebe Feldman – 70th birthday
Cecil made Aliyah with his
Wednesday Bridge Club................................. Keren Telfed
wife, Pat, in 1949, coming
to Eilat in 1957. In Eilat he
Emanuel & Gladys Tross................................ Wolfie Traub – 80th birthday
worked at the Timna copper
Gessie & Belle Borok,
mines and after retiring,
Harry & Nili Karabel.................................. Les (Haim) Sheer – 80th birthday worked independently in
Eilat designing unique
Debbie Chitiz.............................................. Terry Mowszowski - birthday
concrete fences which still
decorate the city.
Annette Milliner-Giladi..............................Stanley Lewis – special birthday
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Anonymous.........................Chairman & Beit Shemesh Regional Committee – in appreciation
Hilton & Marie Tapnack.............................In honour of their grandchildren Matan &
Sapir Tapuach, B’naya & Hallel Tapnack
David & Livia Greenblatt, Rafi & Jackie Schwartz; Edgar & Joyce
Kohll; Joe & Jose Grossman; Debby Chait; Bernard & Freda Boston;
Uri & Beryl Milunsky; Rona Kruger ……Marabelle Swerdlow – 80th birthday
Naty & Denise Tobias................................. Harvey & Sharon Farber – silver wedding
Issy & Dot Isacowitz; Naomi Fredman;
Uri & Beryl Milunsky…………………..... Jose Grossman – 80th birthday
Elana & Emmanuel Zabar & family........... Rafi & Mandy Mowszowski – marriage
Ivan & Vivienne Maron (Keitana Fund)..... Harvey & Sharon Farber – silver wedding
Basil & Joyce Geller, Leslie & Tova
Berman, Gabi & Freda Haimovitz.............. Boaz Menashe – 80th birthday
Jack & Ruth Omsky.................................... Basil & Lilian Sachs – 45th anniversary
SAZF (Israel).............................................. Marcelle & Barry Kornel – in appreciation
Beulah Levinsohn....................................... Basil Sandler – 80th birthday
Harold & Rona Joffe................................... Alan Polatinsky
Shaun Isaacson............................................ Keren Telfed
Nicky Feldman; Geoff & Pam Boner; Angela Benjamin; Bennie Penzik;
Judith Finfer;Neville & Adi Berman; Michael Bachrach;
Helen & Roby Osimo; Sydney & Pam Miller; Selwyn & Nina Golomb;
Harry & Diane Shaer; Myer & Irma Zaslansky; Charles Shaikowitz;
Nicky Feldman; Orit & Guy Laufer; Doddie & Elsa Gordon;
Jay & Maureen Rosen………..................... Lennie Cartoon – 70th birthday

Lennie Cartoon

Naomi Fredman.......................................... Eve Donner, Martin & Zoe Donner –
on the arrival of their great-granddaughter & granddaughter
Mati & Eric Lebanon; Stanley & Sharon, Epstein; Morris & Ruth Galgut; Yair & Janice
Morash & family; Anthony & Orna Galgut;, Myrna Kolevsohn;
Arthur & Vivien Wolman ……………Ernest & Elizabeth Schneider-Kuper – golden wedding
Harold & Rona Joffe................................... Alan Polatinsky – special birthday
SAZF........................................................... Jackie Schwartz – in appreciation
Berel & Rusty Koseff.................................. Edie Nochomowitz – 85th birthday
Jack & Ruth Omsky.................................... Reeva Schauder – special birthday
Julius & Fay Weinstein............................... Reuben Narunsky – birthday
Sidney & Michele Shapiro; Hillel & Jennifer Hurwitz;
Selwyn & Valerie Feiblum……………….. Larry Shein – 60th birthday
Jackie Galgut, Jack & Ruth Omsky............ Reeva Schauder – birthday
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Jack & Ruth Trappler.................................. Louis Hare – 80th birthday
Dennis & Charlotte Weiner...........................Reeva Schauder – 70th birthday
Ernest, Nesta, Stephen & Nola Lessem; Raymond & Brenda Yagil,
Ronnie & Sylvia Davidson; Clive, Ayala, Boaz & Anat Lessem;
Raanana Bookclub members…………… ....Sheila Swiel – 80th birthday
Gerald & Freda Wolman............................. Sol & Cherille Cohen – 40th anniversary
Judah & Golda Kaye; Maish & Jocelyn Isaacson & grandchildren;
Ralph & Freda Lanesman; Mike, Essie, Lorraine,
Cheryl & family………………….................Archie Isaacson – 85th birthday
Doreen Miodownik........................................Eddie Langer – 80th birthday
Monty & Myra Zion.......................................Louis Zinn – 94th birthday
Bessie, Charles, Gaby, Yael Cesman..............Miriam Stein – 70th birthday
Bessie, Charles, Gaby, Yael Cesman..............Luba Cesman – 90th birthday
Berel & Rusty Koseff.....................................Edie Nochomowitz – 85th birthday
Berel & Rusty Koseff.....................................Ettie Aman-Goldwater – 85th birthday

Archie Isaacson

Hertzel & Lola Katz.......................................Celle Mandel – special birthday
Rona Hirschson..............................................Ora Hirshfeld – in appreciation
Sheila Swiel, Nina, Jonathan & family..........Peter & Denise Sanders – 30th anniversary
Hadassah Fisher.............................................Freda Haimovitz – in appreciation
Ruth & Jack Omsky.......................................Marj Penn – special birthday
Rael & Marianne Abel...................................Jeff & Wendy Geri – 50th anniversary
Chaim & Sheila, Barry & Zehava,
Ralph & Dina, Maish & Hadassa .................Mace & Ann Menachemson – 60th anniversary
Meira Glassman & family..............................Jeffrey & Wendy Geri – 50th anniversary
Simmy & Yael Adar.......................................Buddy Efroiken – 80th birthday
Martin Lewak.................................................Agbarah family – in appreciation
Children, grandchildren & great-grandchildren...... Willie & Honey Lapidus – 60th anniversary
Issy & Paula, Sidney & Michele, Heather & fams.... Eddie Langer – 80th birthday

MAYER PINCUS BAR-EL EDUCATIONAL FUND (in memory of the late Mayer Bar-el)
Shmuel Berold, Sidney & Michele Shapiro, Amira Stern, Susan Field,
Paul Roberts,Orit Barash, Mike & Naomi Heim, Simcha & Ilana Shenker,
Emily Udler & family, Angel Harpaz, Beverly & Amichai Lavi,
Isaac & Hannah Bloch…………Paula Miodownik – special birthday
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Ernest & Elizabeth Schneider-Kuper

FOOD PARCELS FOR SOLDIERS / FAMILIES
Sunday Kalookie School.............................. For families in need
Monday Bridge Club.................................... For families in need
Sigalia Heim................................................. For families in need
Arthur & Vivien Wolman............................. Ernest & Elizabeth Schneider-Kuper – 50th anniversary
Jan & Avril Stillman..................................... Daniel & Benjamin Lewis – Bar mitzvoth
Meyer Planer, Becky Marock...................... Leon & Ann Moss – 50th anniversary
Becky Marock.............................................. Fay Sendzul – special birthday
Becky Marock.............................................. In memory of Phil & Jack
SAZF (Israel)............................................... Barry and Marcelle Kornel - in appreciation

IN MEMORIAM
Eddie & Bess Hoffman................................ In memory of Lazar & Clara Hoffman,
and Israel & Sonia Shlomowitz
Harold & Rona Joffe........................................ In memory of the late Abe Barron (Cape Town)
Rafi & Jackie Schwartz................................ In memory of Jessel Mendelsohn
Esther Shull.................................................. In memory of Aaron & Becky Diamond
Fonda Dubb, Jill Brett, Paula Judeiken........ In memory of Bernice Burnstein
Debby Orr & family..................................... In memory of Jackie Adelsky
Morris & Pauline Borsuk............................. In memory of Judge Baruch Giladi

SAM LEVIN MEMORIAL BURSARY (in memory of the late Sam Levin)
Nick & Nelly Alhadeff, Michael & Jillian Gersh......Louis Hare – 80th birthday

KEREN ALIZA (in memory of the late Aliza Hatchuel)
David & Hilary Kaplan................................ Mendel Kaplan – on receipt of special award
Kevin Shulman............................................. Abe & Charlotte Shulman – 60th anniversary
David & Hilary Kaplan & family................ Bobsy Solomon – 80th birthday
Marvyn Hatchuel & LilyRose Michalowsky.... Boaz Menashe – 80th birthday

Dorian & Sharon Hatchuel................... Larry Shein – 60th birthday
Bella Lipman........................................ Archie Isaacson – birthday
David & Hilary Kaplan........................ David Hersch - birthday
David & Hilary Kaplan........................ Les Sheer – 80th birthday
Sponsored by Keren Aliza, trustees Hilary Kaplan (L) and Janine Gelley (R)
presenting English text books acquired at discounted prices from Eric Cohen to the
teacher at the Ort School in Kfar Saba
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MEDICAL INSURANCE

Rabco

reports Alex Tolkin

property management

Jack Rabin (Dip. Law UCT)

C

ompared with most countries, the Israeli
Medical Fund system is superb. Of this,
there is little doubt. So it must have come
as some surprise to many of your readers on
learning of a large
loophole in their
insurance cover.

• Property Consultants
• Property Portfolio Management

Believing we
were essentially
covered for all
medication,
many people were
caught by surprise
when they discovered that some of
the new expensive
cancer medications
were excluded.

an interesting question – Are we being
unnecessarily overtaxed?

MEDICAL
COVERAGE
OR A
COVER-UP?

Following a
media frenzy, the private insurance companies capitalized on the panic and climbed in,
offering to cover all medication, transplants
and overseas treatment. The fear of being
financially crippled for uncovered medical
bills, prompted many people — over and
above their government-supported Kupat
Holim — to take out private insurance.
Recently Maccabi, and I believe other
Kupot as well, have included
substantial extra cover; albeit with
an added monthly cost to their
members.
The result is that the risks to the
Kupat Holim insured have been
considerably reduced. This raises
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People should be aware that when paying
two premiums one is unable to claim from
both insurers unless you exceed the limit.
I assume in the case of a claim, the private
insurance company will insist that the first
claim be with the Kupot - as that cover is
required by law - and only after exhausting
the maximum on that cover, will they come
into the picture.
My point in this situation is that the private
insurance companies are now enjoying a
reduction in potential liability, while still
receiving the same premium originally set,
prior to the new developments. I understand
that people are free to cancel their policies
but at the same time they are still uncertain if
there are other risks not fully covered by
their Kupot.

Alex Tolkin

We deserve clarification, not
obfuscation!
So I say, let’s press upon
our insurance companies,
through our agents, to explain
it all. It may be we are being
unreasonably taxed.

Kosh

er

Kosh

er

מיטלנד
MEATLAND
the meating place for more than just real meat
ORDERS MUST BE RECEIVED BY 02/04/08
KOSHER LEPESACH WITHOUT KITNIOT (LEGUMES)
Meat
Chopped liver (Chicken)
Pickled Brisket (Corned beef)
Brisket sliced in gravy
Roast Beef
Meatballs in sauce (12’s)
Shepherds/Cottage Pie
Poultry
Chinese Chicken (stir-fry)
Chicken Roasted no.3 (whole)
Turkey Roasted (whole)
Turkey breast sliced in sauce
Chicken Schnitzel (5’s)
Stuffing
Fish – Parve
Fish Balls
Fried Fish pieces (four’s or strips)
Herring/chopped/Danish/pickled
Gefilte Fish (fives)

1 Bar Ilan Street
Corner Ahuza
Traffic light no. 8
Raanana

Soup
Chicken
Vegetable (parve)
Kneidlach (5’s)
Side-Dishes – parve
Potato Kugel, Carrot Kugel M/L
Charoses
Schmaltz – parve
Blintzes Mushroom (5’s)
Blintzes meat
(5’s)
Spinach/Mushroom/Broccoli/
Sweet Potato quiches
Bakery and Desserts – parve
Chocolate Cake
Pavlova (filled) large
Apple Pie
Nut Sponge
Carrot Cake
Chocolate/Coconut Loaf
Assorted Biscuits and Brownies
Chocolate Mousse Large

TEL: 09-7410881
FAX: 09-7423142
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By David Kaplan
Yeshivat Har Etzion
in the snow.

YESHIVA
A LIFE-CHANGING
EXPERIENCE

“I’m in a dilemma; whether to
make aliya now or later,” Bnei
Akiva’s 19 year-old Avi Levy
from Johannesburg told Telfed
Magazine in December. Avi was
one of some 15 South Africans
participating in his Movement’s
MTA year-programme at the
Yeshivat Har Etzion in Alon
Shvut. In early January last
year he was all set to fly off to
London. Then, he remembered his experience as a
16 year-old three years previously when he visited
the Yeshiva while on his Movement’s Kfar Haroeh
programme, and said, “I will return”.
He did, and by month’s end, Avi was studying
at Yeshivat Har Etzion.

Ilan Osrin, head
of the MTA
programme, and
Vice-Chair of
Telfed’s Jerusalem
Regional
Committee.

T

elfed’s Director of Special Projects and
Regional Committees Forum, Dorron
Kline, believes impassionedly that “The
positive impact on aliyah of intense religious Zionist learning experiences in Israel
cannot be underestimated. Time and again
we see the graduates of these programmes
forming the majority of the young, educated
and Zionist-motivated aliyah from South
Africa. We can only wish that the number of
participants in such programmes continues
to rise”.
And rising they are.
“We have been running this programme
for some twenty years,
averaging between 15
and 20 South African
students a year,” says
the Head of the MTA
programme, Ilan
Osrin , who made
MTA students
aliya six years ago
buried in their
from Johannesburg and who
books.
is also Vice Chair of Telfed’s
Regional Committee in Jerusalem.
Perched on a Judean hill in the heart of
Alon Shvut, the central complex of the
Yeshiva contains a Beit Midrash, classrooms, offices, a dining hall and library.
The conspicuously stunning architecture
is boldly set against a backdrop of the blue
sky above, surrounded below by the Judean
Mountains. It personifies contemplation and
tranquillity.
While primarily a one-year programme
- participants are expected to return to
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their countries and
work thereafter in the
movement - an increasing number have other
ideas. “If I look back
over the past year,”
says Avi, “I have found
my place and plan to
spend another year at
the Yeshiva and then
possibly join Hesder.”
Hesder (in Hebrew
“arrangement”) is a
yeshiva programme,
combining Talmudic
studies with military service in the IDF.
It seeks to attract and develop Bnei Torah
(“religious individuals”) who are motivated
to become serious talmidei hachamim
(“religiously learned, knowledgeable”)
but who “at the same time feel morally
and religiously bound to help defend their
people and their country,” explains Dorron.
“Participants regard this dual commitment
both as a privilege and a duty.”
MTA participants
having a hearty
meal at the
Yeshiva.

(l-r): Matthew
Tucker, Avi
Levy and
Netanel Aziz,
all at Yeshivat
Har Etzion.
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A WIN -WIN SET-UP
With the Yeshiva fuelling such enthusiasm to remain in Israel, does the State’s
gain translate into Bnei Akiva’s loss? “Not
at all,” says MTA’s head Ilan, himself a
former graduate of Yeshivat Har Etzion.
“If they stay on, they usually return to
their countries a few years later, work in
the Movement and most make aliya later.
And those that remain in Israel tend to stay
involved in the Movement at this end.”
One such person is former Johannesburger

Pini Cohen, a lecturer on the programme
at Yeshivat Har Etzion. Together with Ilan
and some 12 others members of the
Movement, they spent a year at the
Yeshiva in Alon Shvut in 1994. “I
stayed after the year, went into the
army and today I lecture here in the
Yeshiva and live in Alon Shvut.” Pini
is 31 and married with 3 daughters.
One of Pini’s students last year was
19 year-old Netanel Aziz a former

COVER STORY
Yeshiva College student
from Johannesburg,
“When I arrived,” he
says, “I realised I knew
nothing. Now, a year up
the track, I feel I know
even less.” This young
student is all too aware of the journey of
Jewish self-realisation ahead. “I am only
at the starting block.”
What pleases Netanel is how his Hebrew
has improved. “All classes are conducted
in Hebrew. There are over 500 students;
some 150 are from abroad, the rest are
Israelis.”
Did he not feel studying in Gush Etzion a
little isolated? “Not at all,”
replies Netanel. “There
are benefits. We are able
to focus and learn - that
is why we are here. So
I’m okay without city
distractions.” Anyway,
says Netanel, “there is a
fantastic South African
community living here.
Yoni Rubin
(center back)
They are all ex-chevra of
with his family,
the Movement and unbeRa’anana.
lievably hospitable.”
On this issue, all the SA
students agree. Twenty-year old Matthew
Tucker, a graduate of King David School,
Linksfield, says, “The hospitality here is
something special. You can phone anyone
of the Southern African families here on a
Thursday night or Friday morning and say
“I’m coming for Shabbat”. No problem.
Matthew returned home in January this

Craig
Lubner,
originally
from Cape
Town, a
madrich on
the MTA
programme.

year, possibly to study at Wits.
Is aliya an option? “Definitely
considering it. But even if I don’t,
I will always have a strong connection to Israel because of my year
at the Yeshiva. For many personal
reasons, not everyone can come

Following the attraction of Modiin to young Southern
African families, the Overseas Director of Yeshivat
Meir Harel, Rabbi Yehuda Dominitz, contacted Telfed
advising of the City’s Yeshiva. “One of the aims of
the Yeshiva,” says Yehuda “is to lay down the spiritual
foundations of Modi’in and to be involved in all walks
of Israeli society.” While there are currently only 55
students – the Yeshiva only
opened three years ago - this
is likely to change. “We are opening our gates to pupils from the
Diaspora offering a special programme and are looking forward
to welcoming South Africans.”
Apart from the study of Torah,
“we emphasize leadership skills,
community service and fluency
in Hebrew.”
Telfed spoke to 19-year-old
Yoni Rubin a second year student. Yoni, who came
on aliya at the age of 10 months with his parents
from South Africa, says, “We have already some 15
overseas students. With such a large English-speaking community in Modi’in and with programmes being
offered in English, there should be a dramatic increase
in English speakers from the Diaspora.”
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and live in Israel. Nevertheless, we leave
here enriched as Jews and Zionists. We are
better prepared to contribute in our Jewish
communities wherever we may be.”
This observation bears out. The Krengel
brothers were graduates of Yeshivat Har
Etzion. Avrom today is the National
Chairman of the South African Zionist
Federation in Johannesburg and his
brother Zev, at 35 years old, is the youngest chairman in the history of the South
African Jewish Board of Deputies. In a
recent interview with the South African
daily, ‘Business Day’, Zev revealed that
he wasn’t always religious, “but became
so while spending 18 months after high
school at a Yeshiva in Israel,” referring to
Yeshivat Har Eztion. A third brother, Rael,
a rabbi, lives on Alon Shvut.

classes tend to concentrate on Tanach,
Jewish philosophy and Halacha.
“There is also a strong emphasis on
developing leadership skills,” says Craig
Lubner from Cape Town, a madrich on
the programme. “Students are educated to
strike a balance between personal growth
in Torah and public responsibility. What’s
more, we are very Zionist and you can see
how many of our students make aliya.”
Of the ‘Class of 1994’ of which both Pini
Cohen and Ilan Osrin were participants,
“nearly all the South Africans who came
that year are today living in Israel,” says
Pini. “They are mainly living in Raanana,
Modiin, Beit Shemesh and Jerusalem.”
Return to Zion is at the core of the programme and symbolically encapsulated
in the location of the Yeshiva. Situated in
the Etzion bloc of religious settlements,
known as Gush Etzion, it is located some
18 k/ms south of Jerusalem.

ALL IN A DAY’S WORK

It was here, in 1929, that the Jewish settlers were forced to abandon their homes
— an experience that was to repeat itself
in 1937 and finally in 1948, when during
Israel’s War of Independence the settlers put
up a valiant defence, leading Ben Gurion to
exclaim, “If Jerusalem exists today, Israel
owes its gratitude first and foremost to the
defenders of the Etzion Bloc.”

The yeshiva centres its daily schedule on
the study of Gemara. While most of the day
is spent learning be-iyun (in-depth), there
are opportunities to learn bekiut, acquiring
a broad breadth of knowledge, exploring
other areas of Torah. In the late afternoon,

After the region was recaptured in 1967,
many children of the original founders
returned to establish the Etzion block. As
part of this saga, Yeshivat Har Etzion was
founded on September 27, 1967, only some
four months after the Six Day War. •
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FEATURE

By David Kaplan

Where were you on March 11th 1978?

Charred
remains of the
hijacked bus.

Former South Africans Bobby and
Brenda Shapiro of Moshav Ben Ami
near Nahariya, have no difficulty
recalling that date.
They were lucky to have survived it.

Thirty Years On

A South African perspective on Israel’s
most fatal terror attack.
Masterminded by Abu Jihad and undertaken by the PLO faction ‘Fatah’, 35 Israelis
lost their lives in a terrifying hijacking of
a bus on the coastal highway between Tel
Aviv and Haifa. It began when a boat from
Lebanon landed on the stretch of beach at
Ma’agan Michael. At day’s end, the bus
was a burnt-out, skeletal shell.

daughters and two of
their friends.
“I’ll see if I can
help with the injured.
You take the mother
to hospital,” were
her parting words.

Bobby sped off. A kilometer on, the
woman started screaming:
“Look what the terrorists have done.”
“Terrorists, what terrorists?” Bobby asked
frantically.

On the patio outside their pastoral home
where they run a B & B and breed Arabian
horses, Bobby and Brenda spoke to Telfed
Magazine.

Then the horrific enormity of the misunderstanding suddenly dawned on him. He
had left his family not at the scene of a road
accident, but in the clutches of terrorists. In
the meantime the infant in his car had died.
“I stopped, hailed down an oncoming car
with whom I left the mother and her dead
child, did a u-turn and sped back.”

They had been driving home from
Jerusalem that day when they saw a bus in
the middle of the coastal road at the turnoff to
Ma’agan Michael. Thinking there had been
a motor accident Bobby stopped suddenly.
“Next thing I saw was this frantic woman
running towards us screaming, with a baby
in her arms covered in blood.” Brenda
jumped out of the car with their two young

No sooner had Bobby stopped behind the
bus, when he found himself staring down
the barrel of a Kalashnikov and ordered
onto the bus. “There were eleven terrorists
although I did not note the number at the
time. I looked and shouted for my family
but could not see them. I was shoved to a
seat. In the front, a woman terrorist was in
command and barking orders in English,

So were the shattered lives of many
Israelis.
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End of the Road

above: the Shapiro Family ((l-r)Lisa, Brenda,
Danya, Bob) outside their home on Moshav
Ben Ami where they run a bed and breakfast
offering South African style hospitality.
right: Bobby showing one of his prize horses

to General Haim Bar-Lev, President of the
Israeli Arabian Horse Society,

while another two were positioned in the
front and back of the bus, holding grenades.
Their fingers rested on the safety pins,
waiting for an order to release.” That order
would come later.
“The female terrorist screamed that they
were from Fatah and that we were going to
Ben Gurion Airport where we would board
a plane for an Arab country.”
Bobby did not know whether his family
was alive or dead, but he knew they were
not on the bus. “I also knew that if I was to
survive this day, I had to escape. Boarding a
plane was not an option for an Israeli with
a South African passport. These were the
thoughts going through my head.”
New developments made escape a receding option. “They began tying us up and I
was bound back-to-back with an old man,
whose wife lay on the floor next to us
suffering with gunshot wounds. She died
shortly afterwards. By the time we passed the
Wingate Institute, I had managed to wriggle
free and waited for the first opportunity to
dive out the window.It came at the Herzliya
Country Club.
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The army had set up an ambush “and
the next thing we knew they were shooting
from both sides taking out
all the tires. The woman
terrorist threatened that
they would blow up the
bus with the grenades.
We had little reason to
doubt her.”
The order came. “Both terrorists, one in
the front and the one at the back, simultaneously released the safety pins from
their grenades. A passenger at the back,
Yossie Hochman, seeing what was about to
happen, jumped on the terrorist. The grenade
exploded killing Yossie’s two children and
wife. Yossie miraculously survived, although
he lost both his legs.
“I was near the front and when I saw
what was about to happen, I bundled myself
into a ball. Don’t ask me how I survived
the explosion. The bus was now on fire.
The old man that I had been bound to, lay
dead beside his wife. There was death and
carnage everywhere. Instinct took over and
I dived out the window. I got caught and
found myself hanging there for some five
seconds before I managed to drop to the
ground. I dashed to a nearby trench where I
took refuge with a woman and her daughter.
She was pleading that her father was still
in the bus and was trying to run back to
save him. I knew that meant certain death
and pulled her down. The terrorists were
disembarking from the bus and shooting
in all directions. I could not let her go. It
was terrible and her dad died on the bus.”

Tearfully, Bobby continued, “To this day
we are still friends.”
Through all the smoke and gunfire Bobby
saw a man writhing in agony on the ground
next to the blazing bus. “He was holding
his stomach and bleeding badly. I do not
know what got into me. Thinking I had lost
my wife and kids, I got up and ran to the
fellow, picked him up and darting through
the smoke, hurried back to the trench.”
Tears again began to run as Bobby
revealed that the man survived, as did his
wife Shosh. Their seven year-old daughter
was not so lucky. “A little blondie with blue
eyes” had died on the bus. Bobby related
that the couple would have more children.
The night following our interview, the
Shapiro’s would be attending the wedding
of a daughter born after the attack. “It will
be a very emotional wedding for us all.”
Which only left one question? How did
Brenda and her daughters survive?

Reveals Brenda, “As
soon as Bobby sped off
near Ma’agan Michael, I quickly realised
this was a terrorist attack and screamed
at the girls to run up a hill. The terrorists
saw us and started shooting. Thankfully
the grass was tall and I screamed at them
to drop to the ground and crawl. Bullets
whizzed passed us and after a few seconds
the firing stopped. I guess they thought
they shot us and never bothered to come
and check. To this day we cannot say how
long we lay there until we heard words in
Hebrew. “I screamed “anuchnu po” – “we
are here.” They had been found by an IDF
Commando Unit.
At the end of that terrifying journey, where
Bobby extricated himself from an inferno
and helped save the lives of others, stands
a memorial. Thirty-five lives were lost that
day, the most in any single act of terrorism
in Israel’s history. •

Coastal Road Massacre
On the morning of March 11, 1978, Dalal Mughrabi and her Palestinian Fedayeen unit of eleven members
(including one other woman) landed by boats on a beach near Maagan Michael, having departed from
Lebanon. They killed Gail Rubin, an American photographer who was taking nature photographs nearby,
and then hijacked a bus on the coastal Highway.
An IDF unit headed by Ehud Barak (who would later become Prime Minister) pursued the bus until it was
finally stopped at Herzliya. A long shooting battle ensued with the passengers caught in the crossfire.
Those attempting to escape were shot at by the terrorists, who finally blew up the bus turning it into a
fiery deathtrap. The attack left thirty five civilians dead.
Mughrabi’s leadership role in the attack marked the emergence of women as full-fledged members of
militant movements. The Palestinian Authority named a Hebron girls’ school in honor of Mughrabi, whose
name has also been bestowed on popular children’s summer camps as well as police and military courses.
The attack was the immediate trigger for the Israeli Operation Litani against PLO bases in Lebanon three
days later. In last summer’s war with Hezbollah, Bobby and Brenda Shapiro again received a calling card
from their neighbours in Lebanon. A Katyusha fell a few metres away from their home at Moshav Ben Ami,
near Nahariya, leaving a massive gaping hole in their garden.
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Compiled by Sharon Bernstein

TELFED
SPONSORS EDUCATION
At a special ceremony
held by the Municipality of
Ra’anana, Telfed awarded a number of
scholarships to young students, residents
of Ra’anana.
Telfed Chairman Maish Isaacson
Mayor Nachum Hofri lauded
with Telfed Events Committee
“Telfed’s participation over
Chairman Cecile Rechtman
the years in assisting stupresenting Telfed’s Volunteer
dents studying at various
Award to David Lanesman
institutions throughout the
country.” Over 600 scholarships are awarded each year
Chairman of Telfed’s E & S Committee
Telfed Volunteer
to recipients from all over
Adele Bassin awarding Telfed
Award for 2006
the country.
Scholarships to Ra’anana students.
Sponsored by Barney
Chairperson of Telfed’s
Mark and family, Telfed’s Volunteer Award
Endowments & Scholarships Committee
for 2006 went to David Lanesman at a cerAdele Bassin spoke of the “South African
emony held in the home of Barry and Marcelle
Jewish Community that always stood on
Kornel in Raanana. David, who has spent
two sturdy columns - Education and Zionmuch of his life volunteering to promote
ism. There were those who fulfilled the
and assist sports institutions for the deaf, is
vision and came to Israel and others who
a vice-President of the International Comestablished scholarship funds at Telfed in
mittee of Sports for the Deaf and a member
order to bring their dream to fruition for
of the management of the Institute for the
students here.”
Advancement of the Deaf. For 18 years he
The scholarship envelopes were then
has led the Israeli team to the Deaflympics.
personally handed to each of the recipients
Other nominees for the award were Archie
by Adele Bassin and Mayor Hofri.

Poliak, Linsay Blumenblath, Hannah Engelman
and Esther Gore.
The guest speaker for the evening was
Rona Kruger and the evening was organised
by the Telfed Events Committee under the
Chairmanship of Cecile Rechtman.
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A BETTER FUTURE
Several months ago Telfed received a
request from the Jaffa Institute in Tel Aviv,
for financial assistance for a hostel for girls
continued on page 30
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BRENDA’S B & B
Whether you are a couple looking
for a romantic weekend or a
family out to enjoy a few days
away from home, then Brenda’s
B & Bs at Moshav Ben-Ami (2 k/m
east of Nahariya & the sea) is the
place for you.

BRENDA’S B & B
aEach unit has a fully equipped kitchenette, TV,
air-conditioning, bathroom with Jacuzzi as well as
a patio and barbeque facilities.
aWe provide personal service to our guests.

For reservations or further information contact
Brenda or Bobby (both former South Africans) at

04-9822320, 052-2794436, 052-3279879

aWe have pony rides for the kids, table tennis,
and snooker and in season you can enjoy picking our
delicious Litchies.
aCome and enjoy our hospitality in a holiday
atmosphere at very reasonable prices.

brenbob2000@bezeqint.net
continued from page 28
aged 14 to 17 who had been removed from their
families by court order and were living under the
care and guidance of social workers, teachers and

Independent Mortgage
Consultants in Israel

• Exceptional Service
• Lowest Rates
For New Mortgages and Mortgage Refinancing

Contact us for free consultation
972-8-9700479 972-54-7608996
contact@bluecrowncapital.com

a full time house mother.
Adele Bassin, chairperson of the Endowments & Scholarships Committee and Telfed
staff member Susan Sharon, visited the
spacious house in Rishon Le Zion, occupied
by 12 girls. Although impressed with the
hostel’s location and dedicated staff, something was missing - computers. “We rectified
Ronit Lev-Ari
of the Jaffa
Institute
opening the
new computer
classroom,
together with
Barry Kornel of
Telfed.

continued on page 32
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this by purchasing 6 new computers with
funds from Telfed’s administered Samuel
and Pauline Sussman Trust,” Adele told
Telfed Magazine.
“The girls can now do their projects,
access information and write reports on the
computers. This has greatly boosted their
self confidence,” said Dr David Portowicz,
the director of the Jaffa Institute.

The Neve Amiel running team, proudly displaying their
winning trophies.

A RUN FOR ONE’S MONEY

back ‘on track’ required obtaining expensive
running shoes.
Turning to Telfed, the Telfed Endowment
& Scholarship Committee, provided the
necessary trust funds from the Max Spilkin
Trust Fund, to purchase the running shoes
for the entire team.

PACK YOUR BAGS, HONEY!
Reports Dorron Kline
I called my wife back in South Africa
and said, “Start packing our bags, we’re
coming on Aliyah!”
Such was the reaction of one of 20 enthusiastic participants on the Young Mizrachi
Pilot Tour, organised with the help of the
Israel Centre, Tnuat Aliyah and Telfed.
“We are investigating Beit Shemesh,
Jerusalem, Modi’in, and Yad Binyamin.
which are the most attractive for young
religious South African couples,” said tour
leader Rabbi Podlashuk.
The group completed a day visiting Beit
Shemesh, Modi’in, Tel Mond at Telfed’s
offices in Ra’anana where they heard Danny
Blumberg, a Career Development Counsellor, speak on the employment market.
“We are not running away from South
Africa, where we have a strong and vibrant
Jewish community and comfortable lifestyle. We are coming to Israel because
this is where we belong and where our
future lies as a nation,” said Advocate
Barry Schwartz.

“We cater for youth in distress, providing a framework that keeps them off the
streets,” says Yehudah Rosenberg formerly
the Education Shaliach at Herzlia School,
Cape Town. He now runs the Neve Amiel
Youth Village in the Jezreel Valley. “One of
our most successful methods is to channel
energy into sport, especially running.” They
have over 100
students, mostly
MAZAL TOV to:
Ethiopian Olim.
Dave and Gail Bloom on the marriage of their daughter Orli;
In order to
bring these marSolly and Gita Sacks on the birth of another grandson;
ginalized youth
Sharon and Paul Bernstein on the birth of their granddaughter Mika.
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Telfed’s 60th

The audience
was captivated
by the magic
performance of
Tomer the Magician
and the antics of
Itzik the clown.
Amongst the Telfed
staff attending,
eyes turned misty
as the large crowd
of children all sang
“Happy Birthday” to
Telfed/

FAREWELL DEBBIE

For Debbie Chitiz, working at Telfed was
Report Cecile Rechtman &
not
simply a job. It was an opportunity
Naomi Heim
of being involved in our Southern African
During Chol Ha’Moed Sukkot
community at a grass roots level.
2007, Southern Africans,
Debbie recently left
together with their children
the
employ of Telfed
and grandchildren, gathered
after
seven year in
at the Moffett Theatre in Hod
order to further her
Ha’Sharon to celebrate Telfed’s
career. A mother of
60th Birthday. Organised by
five children, she still
Telfed’s Events Committee and
had enough stamina
the Hod Ha’Sharon Regional
Debbie Chitiz
and enthusiasm to give
Committee, the event launched
of herself to the Execa year of festivities celebrating
utive
and
Management ComTelfed’s achievements.
mittees, as well as serving as
Prizes were given out, refreshsecretary to the Director. Her
ments were served and each
greatest legacy is the thriving
child went home
PRAS Project which provides
with a packet of
students with a feeling of comsweets.
munity involvement whilst
providing supportive services
CUP FINAL
to members of our community.
Over 100 SouthHer total commitment to all that Telfed
ern Africans constands for and her bashful smile will be
gregated on the
missed. We wish her success and fulfillThe ecstasy of Tzora crowd on the
green lawn at Kibbutz lawn — Colin Lotzoff (ctr) and his ment, happiness and health.
Kibbutz Tzora to two sons, all in their springbok jerseys.
Telfed is pleased to welcome Tzippi Katz
watch on a huge
who has taken over from Debbie and wish
screen the Rugby World Cup final. Organised
her all the best in her new position.
by the Beit Shemesh and Modi’in Telfed
Regional Committees, “It was a night of
An ALIYA AF’FAIR’
beer, boerewors and ‘bokke’!” says Jonny
Over 400 participants flocked to the
Klompas, Chairman of the Beit Shemesh
“Aliyah Expo” in November 2007 in
Committee.
Johannesburg to meet the ‘Israel Team’ that
Says Renee Penn , Chairperson of the
included representatives from Israeli banks,
Modi’in Regional Committee. “Guest came
health funds, estate agents, the Modi’in
from as far as Beit Yanai. They wanted to
Community Absorption Programme, the
watch a game with a good South African
Jewish Agency Aliyah department and
atmosphere.” They got more than that.
Telfed, represented by its Director, Sidney
“We won,” beamed a proud Jonny.
Shapiro .
continued on top, next page
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Telfed’s own on-line magazine

NOTICE BOARD

www.telfed.org.il

For topical, up-to-date information on aliyah,
klitah, special projects, the community and
much more.

Pop in and see for yourself!

STOP PRESS
A private initiative - “Lev LaHaraev” — running for two years
— providing food to the needy in
Ra’anana is to be expanded nationwide under Telfed. Watch
Telfed press for further details.

INDABA
CAZO (Israel) is planning a “Get
Together” for all ex Rhodesians/
Zimbabweans

ART COMPETITION CELEBRATING ISRAEL’S 60TH
BIRTHDAY AND THE SAZF’S DIAMOND JUBILEE
The competition is open to children or grandchildren of
Southern Africans, in the age groups 5–10 years, or 11–15
years. Entries must be on A4 paper, and should represent the
child’s interpretation of Israel’s 60th birthday.
All entries to be sent to our offices, 19/1 Schwartz Street,
Raanana 43212,to reach us no later than 1st April 2008. The
winner in each category will receive a prize,
and the 3 finalists in each category will have their pictures on
display in our new Moadon.

KEEP CONNECTED!
Looking for a suitable gift for overseas friends or
relatives?
Take out a subscription to Telfed Magazine
Contact Lena (09)7446110 x208 or hildav@netvision.net.il

Telfed’s Employment Service is always looking
for good jobs for Southern African olim,
from care-givers and warehouse workers to
secretaries, medical personnel and hi-tech
professionals.
If you have - or hear of - a job which just might
suit an oleh, please contact Telfed.
Call Sharon Bernstein (09)744 6110 ext. 201,
sharonb@telfed.org.il.
With your help, we can help other Southern
Africans.

BETAR
REUNION
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See article on page 41 for information.

(Ex-Carmel & Sharon pupils Please Note)
Date: Friday 11th July 10.00am
Venue: Raanana Bowling Club
Brunch & Social: Come and make this
a super sentimental event to celebrate
Israel’s 60th anniversary.

For further information: Marvyn
Hatchuel at 09-7747181 or Dave Bloom
at 054 4650220

Good Hope Seminary
School Cape Town Reunion
Calling all 1958 matrics for
our 50th reunion on 25 October
2008. Contact Rita Breuer:
ritam@telkomsa.net

Reunion of ex-K’dorpers

   Scheduled to take place over the Sukkot holidays,
17th, 18th & 19th October 2008 in Tampa, Florida,
USA. If you remember the old dorp Town Hall, Kadima
Country Club, the shul or the Paardekraal Monument
- this is for you!
Please indicate your interest or just send your email
address so they can contact you later with details
- to Sheila Shaw (nee Waks) at sshaw@tampabay.
rr.com and/or Benjy Danilowitz at benjy@printsofprint.com. Also please let your other dorp buddies
and relatives know.There are probably lots of people
from Randfontein and Roodepoort/Florida who would
be interested too.

SELWYN

SOFFER

FOR ALL YOUR BUILDING NEEDS
OFFICES• DECKS•PERGOLAS•ADDITIONS

THE FINEST QUALITY & DESIGN WITH REAL CAPE SERVICE
OVER 30 YRS OF BUILDING EXPERIENCE
		

050-572-3120

08-6718601

continued from page 33
Over 500 interviews were held, the culmination of a “bumper year” for Southern
African Aliyah. “We had over 200 olim in
2007, the most we have had in five years,” a
Israeli delegates to the “Aliyah Expo” – Back left to right:
Sidney Shapiro (Telfed), Uri Goldflam (Herzlia Interdisciplinary
Center), Naomi Shmuel (Student Authority), Anat Kagen (Jewish
Agency Aliyah Dept.), Ofer Dahan (Israel Centre), Cherie Albucher
(Modi’in Community Absorption Programme), Danny Blumberg
(Telfed Employment psychologist), Vicky Angel (Jewish Agency
Tnuat Aliyah Dept.), Daniel Blush (Shirley Levine Estate Agent),
Yisrael Meitav (Y.H. Dimri building contractors), Flair Bell-Ross
(Bank Leumi Mortgages). Front left to right: Hertzel Katz
(advocate), Maurice Singer (Jewish Agency Global Aliyah Centre).

jubilant Israel Centre Director, Ofer Dahan
told Telfed Magazine. For the first time
ever, a planeload of olim from South Africa
will be flying in on the 5th July.

JERUSALEM LIGHTENS UP
The cold and crisp Jerusalem evening
air couldn’t hold back some 65 Southern
African Olim from celebrating Chanukah
together in the first community activity of
the new Telfed Jerusalem Regional Committee, held in the Weizmann Hall of the
Jewish Agency.
“People coming from all over the
Jerusalem area have a wonderful time
together,” said Dori Braude, Telfed’s Jerusalem Regional Committee Chairperson.
There were arts & crafts, a live band and
refreshments. “After a long day of technical
writing, what better way to unwind than
to come sing at a South African Chanukah
party!” said Gabi Fachler, lead vocalist of
the 3-man Olim band, with David and Saul
continued on right column, next page
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continued from page 35

JOHANNESBURG
Fisher, Alon
Brand, Naomi
Brenner, Dan
Cambier, Samantha
Chazen, Daniella
Castelein Ovadjah Ariel
Druion, Moshe
Faiga, Jonathan & Yael, children Michael, Sigal & Asher
Fine, Eitan & Elinor children Chana, Leah, Sara, Meir &

NEW
ARRIVALS

(below) Rabbi
Saul Bloom
lighting the
Chanukah
candles. (right)
poster for Telfed
Jerusalem movie
night

Simcha

Gihar, Lishai
Goldin, Tamarin
Gritzman, Michael & Yael
Hummel, Marc & Batya, children Yechiel & Oren
Hurwitz, Hillel & Dina
Jackson, Steven
Kazarnovsky, Chana
Levy, Geoffrey & Evelyn
Livshitz, Jeffrey
Ments, Tamara
Meyer, Jacqueline
Myerson, Daryl
Myerson, Grant
Orelowitz, Debbie
Batya, Yechiel, Oren and Marc Hummel
Sacho, David
Serenge, Barry
Shapiro, Alan
Shaw, Warren & Ada, children Ariela, Zahava & Elianna
Tolkin, Howard & Sharon, children Shaina, Liat, Ayala & David
Tolkin, David
Wedcliffe, Keren
White, Basil & Genene, children Tanika & Tamara
Wolpe, Shulamit

CAPE TOWN
Gurwitz, David
Snitcher, Tessa
Zackon, Lilian
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Tessa Snitcher,,
studying for
her Masters
degree in
Music from Tel
Aviv University.

Kramer on drums
and keyboard
respectively.
Elder statesman of the South
African Zionist
movement, Sol Liebgott, joined in the fun.
Following Dorron Kline bringing greetings
on behalf of Telfed, Rabbi Shmuel Bloom
- the South African Rabbi who runs the
popular late-late Shabbat Minyan in the
Katamon neighbourhood - conducted the
candle lighting ceremony. Shmuel Kagen
then led the entertainment quiz. Those
who answered correctly were awarded
the sought after prize - biltong!

VISITING GROUPS
2007 saw eighteen groups from South
Africa visit Telfed – youth, students,
young couples, families and pensioners.
The meetings included Telfed educational
programmes, gatherings with Southern
African Olim and visits to industrial,
cultural and social sites set up by Southern
African Olim in Israel. The Israel Now
Tour which brings South Africans three
times a year on a low cost, action-packed

FOCUS ON TELFED

solidarity visits celebrated its “Bat Mitzvah”
tour in November 2007 – the twelfth tour
since its inception in 2003!
Telfed participated in the tour’s programme, which culminated in a farewell
supper at the Telfed offices in Ra’anana.
The final visiting group of 2007 was
SAUJS. The leadership seminar participants
spent a morning with Telfed staff designing
the SAUJS “2008 Plan”, including a range
of Zionist activities on SA campuses.
2008 opened with a 120 strong Israel
Encounter Tour of 12th graders who toured
Israel, learning about the MASA subsidized
long- term Israel programmes available after
they complete high school in South Africa.
The Torah Academy boys’ group spent a full
afternoon with Telfed in Ra’anana, meeting
with South African alim and visiting Beit
Issie Shapiro.
In January, Telfed
sponsored a braai for
the 15-man Habonim
Dror Bogrim Tour, at
Kibbutz Tzora.
Israel Now Tour. Dorron
Kline, front center.

SA COMMUNITY TO BE RESEARCHED
Telfed has been approached by the
Ruppin Academic Centre and the Kaplan
Centre for Jewish Studies & Research
at UCT to cooperate in a joint research
project on South African aliya.
The project will be the first comprehensive study of our community delving into
social, economic and cultural issues and
will involve over 900 personal interviews
conducted nation-wide. Central to the
many topics to be addressed, will be the
individual’s motivation for leaving South
Africa as well as the reasons for immigrating to Israel.
The study will be conducted by the
Ruppin Academic Centre, under the auspices of the Institute for Immigration and
Social Integration, the Kaplan Centre at
UCT and Telfed. Enclosed
in this edition of Telfed is
a letter addressed to the
South African community
in Israel calling on its
members to voluntarily
participate in this important study.•
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STUDENT AFFAIRS
“It’s

The Big Picture

not only what you
say that’s important, but how you say it,” my
late Dad used to counsel me
in my youth. Packaging is no
less important than content
and more often can be the
with an anchor person. “If this is only the first
difference between success and failure.
semester, I can’t wait for the next!”
There are eight South Africans studying at
the new Sami Ofer School of Communication at
CAMERAS ROLL
the IDC Herzliya, which opened its international
programme at the beginning of the current
The School offers in-depth studies in three
academic year.
areas, which a 15-man Habonim-Dror Leadership group from South Africa recently learnt
After her first semester, 18 year-old Debbie
about on a tour of the School. Telfed Magazine
Orelowitz from Cape Town told Telfed Magajoined the group. “Firstly, we offer a specialisazine, “It’s been unbelievable. The facilities are
tion in digital communications and the internet,
amazing; a real hands-on experience, working
preparing our students for the challenges of the
with cameras and editing all the material ourselves.” The most memorable project so
far, “was creating our own music video
where we integrated different styles of
music from the countries where we - the
students - come from. It was a fusion
of English, Swedish, French,
Italian, Latin American, Russian; you name it - a microcosm
of Israel today. Apart from the
music, it involved acting and
Springbok Team: Some of the South African students at the
dancing and we used other
IDC together with Uri Goldflam (left) Director of the Overseas
students as our performers.”
Program, and Jonathan Davis (4th from left) IDC Vice-President
and head of the Raphael Recanati International School.
The advent of the technological ‘New Age’ was all too
evident in Debbie’s observadigital revolution, including online media,
Adam Segal,
tion that, “Even our parents
data-mining
processing, building websites, and
IDC student
- whether they’re in Cape Town or New
producing content for the internet,” explained
York - can assess our work; they can view
Uri Goldflam, Director of the Overseas Proour video on U-Tube.”
gramme. “The second area,” continued Uri
is “political and marketing communication,
The other highlight for Debbie was using
focusing on influencing the opinions of voters
footage from Reuters to do a TV news broadcast
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IDC Herzliya School of
Communication

by David Kaplan
and consumers.” It was this component of the
Lara Greenberg, who worked for five years
course that most interested 22 year-old Adam
as a correspondent for the Jewish Report in
Segal from Ra’anana, who came on aliya
Johannesburg, recently joined the course. “I
with his family in 2001 and is “thoroughly
was studying in SA through UNISA and was
enjoying the course. I’m looking to going into
so bored, feeling detached from my courses.
marketing, so I’m more into the ‘persuasive’
Best move I made coming to the IDC’s
media. I want to understand
Communication School
not only how business works,
- It’s such a stimulating
but the psychology behind
and enriching environhow people tick.” Adam is
ment.”
all praise for the school and
Raffi Miller who has
its equipment, “which is so
spent some 30 years
sophisticated that even Chanproducing and directnel Two is presently filming
ing educational proin our studio.”
grammes for Israeli TV
(l-r) :IDC students Ilan Glasser, Tanya Greenberg,
“Students have access to
is currently teaching
Lara Greenberg and Chana Kazarnovsky.
nine studios, an entire wing of
TV production. “No
editing rooms and computer labs in the 6000
less important than learning the craft of camera
square metre complex, equipped with the
work and editing is learning how to work as
world’s most sophisticated communications
a team.” Amongst the many students from
and teaching technologies,” says Stephanie
over 50 countries who must learn to work
Miller (née Kaplan originally from Paarl)
together are the eight South Africans. “In the
who is the Registrar for the School of Comshort time that I have got to know them, I am
munications. “Our studio facilities are so
impressed by their commitment and creativstate-of-the-art that local TV stations often
ity,” says Raffi, who has on two occasions
record their programs here. In exchange, they
been sent as a Community Shaliach by the
will be happy to snap up some of our graduJewish Agency to the US. “I know what it’s
ates for their internships. All our students
like to uproot oneself from
Stephanie Miller, registrar of
leave here knowing how to produce a radio
a home environment and
IDC School of Communications, move to a foreign country.
broadcast and TV movie.”
with student.
Nevertheless, more and
“For me it has been an amazing experimore foreign students are
ence,” concludes Adam. “You start the year
doing precisely that by
knowing nothing and by the end of the first
coming to study at the IDC.
semester, you are producing, directing and
If we have eight South
editing.”
Africans in our first year
The third area of the programme, conat the Communications
tinued Uri, is “television studies, bringSchool, this trend will only
ing together the creativity of TV and the
increase.”
professionalism of journalism.”

For further information contact Stephanie Miller, Registration Consultant at the Raphael Recanati International
School,IDC, Herzliya - +972-9-960-2841 Fax: +972-9-952-7334 smiller@idc.ac.il www.rris.idc.ac.il
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ART SCENE

PICTORIAL RECOLLECTIONS

Retired orthopaedic surgeon Michael
Adler of Raanana never had a formal art
lesson, possessed a studio, nor exhibited at a one-man show before his solo
exhibition in December at Beth Protea.
He reveals “I have been drawing all my
life. It started in school when I was forever
drawing and painting ships.” On exhibit were
works in oil, water colours and drawings in the
medium he most enjoys, “pen and ink.”
Apart from the still lifes, there were numerous landscapes, many of his native South Africa
such as Hermanus, Stellenbosch, Groot Constantia, Simonstown, Matjiesfontein, the wine
estates in the Western Cape and the Cedarburg.
“They are all so close to my heart and a record
of where I have been and what I have done
throughout my life.”
In his speech at the Beth
Protea opening, Michael said
that had previously exhibited
twice, both times at events
organised by the Kfar Saba Telfed Regional
Committee. The proceeds of the Beth Protea
exhibition were donated to charity.

MIchael Adler, proceeds of the sale of his
paintings were donated to charity.

GRANDMA ANNE
Coinciding with her 80th birthday, Anne Bloch
of Ashkelon held an exhibition of her mixed
work at the Dondekov Gallery – the previous
home of writer Smilanski – in Rehovot. In her
invitation to Telfed Magazine she wrote “I
am known as a multi-faceted artist – eclectic
and original, humerous and sad, but generally, a very expressive,
colourful person. I relate
to ecology, technology,
nature and peace. Maybe
you can discover me! Grandma Moses was
discovered at 80!”
In reality, Anne has long been discovered,
exhibiting since the early 1970s throughout
Israel as well as in South Africa.
Anne told Telfed Magazine that she always
felt that “I should be living in London,
Paris or New York” and that she “landed in
Ashkelon” because her late husband Archie,
a pediatrician, wanted to help the masses
of new immigrants to the region through
preventative pediatrics. Nevertheless, she
concedes that “having been born in Palestine
in 1926, being raised and educated in South
Africa and returning to a very large family
in Israel in 1952, I really feel I am living in
an amazing country, the good with the bad.
This is why I called my exhibition, “Annie
b’Eretz Haplaot.”

ON EXHIBIT
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BETARIM REUNITE
Who can recall where they
spent ‘all’ their December
holidays in their teens?

Beryl Ratzer, Chairperson

of the reunion’s Steering
Committee. “We already
have 60 people registered
For Shelly Cohen (née
from abroad. Many will
Mowszowski) of Ra’anana,
not have seen each other
who in 1992 became the first
for 30 or 50 years, so there
female national head of South
will be lot to catch up on;
African Betar, the question
family photos to show and
posed no problem. “Every
wonderful memories of
year my parents used to hopelessly At Machaneh: (top row) Herzl Melmed,Pete
fiery ideological meetings
ask: “Maybe this year we can go
Smith, Raphael Melmed; (bottom row) Icky
and fun machanot.”
on a family holiday?” Forget it! Albert, Harry Brand, Herzel Katz, Mike Levy,
One thing is for sure; also
Every June was mini-machaneh
Jonathan Pincus
attending
will be many, if not
followed by December’s big
most
of
the
former
national
leaders
of the Movecamp. Right from the age of 14, I knew I would
ment.
They
will
not
have
far
to
travel
- they live in
come and live in Israel.”
Israel. “Betar leadership always led by example,”
An early recruit to Betar in South Africa was
Shmuel (Muki) Katz of Tel Aviv. The last com- says former national head (Rosh Hanhagah Artsit)
Laurie Shochat , who too sits on the Steering
mander of the Irgun in Jerusalem in 1948 and the
Committee, together with his brother Steven and
only South African to ever be elected to the Knesmany of the other former national leaders of the
set, Muki relates how he “sat mesmerized listening
Movement. “We did not merely speak of aliya,
to Jabotinsky address the Jewish community in
we came.”
Johannesburg in March 1930. He spoke for well
The current head of Betar in South Africa, Ryan
over two hours. He addressed specifically to the
Sauer
, told Telfed Magazine that despite the Moveyouth, “Don’t be spectators’ in the future Jewish
ment
being
small today, “nevertheless, each year
state, be participants”.”
some three to five of our chevra make aliya. We
Muki heeded the call and “the next day I joined
usually have at least five each year on the machon
Betar.” A multitude of others over the ensuing
leadership programme and while they are expected
decades followed suit, many later making Israel
to return to SA and work for the Movement, many
their home. Celebrating Israel’s 60th anniversary,
stay after finishing the course. Who can knock that!
Betarim from Israel and abroad will converge for a
They are fulfilling the highest ideal of Betar.” Ryan
reunion on May the 4th at Jabotinsky Park near Binassures that the youngsters on the 2008 Betar yearyamina. “We are anticipating a record turnout,” says
programme “will be attending the reunion sending
Reunion Organising Committee
a strong message of continuity.”
Morris Strauss, Shely Cohen, Danny Kass, Beryl Ratzer,
The event starts at 4.00pm and food - hamburgPaul Bernstein, Stephen Shochat, Laurie Shochat, Teddy
Saitowitz, Jossie Gaitelband
ers, boerewors, salads, mielies and drinks - will
Absent: Hertzel Katz, Naomi Heim and Stanley Finkelstein
be available to purchase, although participants are
free to bring their own.

For further information on tickets, transport &
programme, please contact: Beryl Ratzer at 0523651037, ratzer@bezeqint.net or Naomi Heim at
Naomi Heim - 09-7446110
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FUNDRAISING
HELP
TELFED
HELP
YOU

D

avid is a pensioner who worked all his
life in South Africa to provide for his
family. With his modest pension he moved
to Israel in order to live out his retirement in
a country which he feels is his own.
Unfortunately, with the depreciation of
the rand and his savings and pension barely
sufficient to meet his living expenses, he
eventually found himself unable to even
replace his broken kettle. In desperation
David turned to Telfed, who dealt with his
case in the strictest confidence and now
provides him with monthly assistance.
“Telfed is the ‘Abba’ and ‘Ima’ for Southern Africans living in Israel” said Hertzel
Katz, chairman of the Telfed Fundraising
Committee. “When in need, people turn to
Telfed for support.” With the motto “love
and charity begin at home”, Keren Telfed
was established in 1980, calling on the
community to give generously to a fund
supporting Southern Africans in need.
While observing that the charity-culture in
South Africa was very different, typified by
IUA stop-orders or the JNF blue box, “this
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Hertzel, Chairman of Keren Telfed, at the 1993
launch of the fundraising campaign at the Knesset.

style of fundraising,” says Hertzel “was never
replicated in Israel, as funding for immigrant
organizations like Telfed, traditionally came
from the Jewish Agency.”
However, Telfed was fortunate to have
another source to assist its community,
namely, the trust funds under its administration. However, by 1993, Telfed realised that
the money from these funds was no longer
sufficient to meet the growing needs of its
community and so, under the direction of
Hertzel and Telfed Director Sidney Shapiro,
embarked on the first-ever Keren Telfed
fundraising drive.
The initial Keren Telfed fundraising campaign went better than expected and over a
million and a half shekels in pledges were
raised. Hertzel cites one potential donor
who initially turned him down, because “his
charity allocation had been used up for the
year” but after listening to the great work
that Telfed was doing, wrote out a generous
pledge.
Hertzel emphasised that for Telfed, the
purpose of the fund was simple: “If we can

by Lara Greenberg

help one family now that we couldn’t help
before, then it’s a mitzvah”.
At the second campaign of the Keren
Telfed, launched in 2004 at the South African Ambassador’s residence, beneficiaries
spoke on how the fund had helped them
over the years. A South African mother
spoke about her autistic child and how
difficult and expensive it was to care for
such a child. After numerous applications
for assistance, she found that Telfed was the
only organisation prepared to help her.
TIMES WERE CHANGING
2007 saw a 30% increase - bringing the
total to around five million shekels - in the
amount of money Telfed required to provide
adequate grants, loans and scholarships.
The demands on Telfed’s funds varied
from an increase in applicants from single
parents, to halutzim, following the effects
of privatisation on the kibbutzim. Another
area has been the spurt of new olim who
either have their money tied up in South
Africa or who need initial assistance to
re-establish themselves in Israel.
Of particular concern are the elderly
estimated to require one million shekels
during 2008. Sidney notes that with retirement homes becoming increasingly more
expensive, many of the elderly – those
dependent on their savings from South
Africa - are finding it difficult to maintain
their standard of living. More often, when
any member of this group receives a grant,
it ends up as assistance for life. As people
today live longer, this increases the pressure
on Telfed’s limited resources.
Sidney explains that 80% of the fund’s

Joffe-Jankelowitz
Insurance Services

Beit Egoz, 19 Efal St., Kiryat Aryeh, Petach Tikva

Tel: 03-9292793/4 Fax: 03-9292733
Car, House, Business, Travel, Long-term Health
Care, Life Insurance and Investment Advice

Mark (052)2454662; mark@egoz-insu.co.il
Harold (052)3508292; harold@egoz-insu.co.il

revenue is allocated to education, the elderly
and disadvantaged individuals, while the
remaining 20 %, to specific organisations
such as the Institute for Training Guide Dogs
for the Blind.
Telfed’s social worker, Louise Geva - who
counsels as well as administering the ‘Loans
& Assistance Committee’ - notes that while
people in the not too distant past used to
apply for loans, today most applications are
for grants.
As an overall scenario, Sidney reveals that
on average “some 600 students and 300 families are assisted annually with a minimum of
160 families receiving monthly support.”
With the disparity between the rich and
poor in Israel widening and the middle class
suffering the most, Louise says that where
previously Telfed mainly helped Southern
African olim, the trend today is also to assist
their children and grandchildren. “We can’t
help with everything but we do as much as
we are financially able.”
While Telfed does not ask for a membership fee, it is appealing for community
support. “It’s payback time”, said Katz.
“People have done well in Israel because
of the help of others. Now they are being
called on to help”
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IN MEMORIAM
The Telfed chairman Maish Isaacson, members of the Executive, the Director and Staff express
heartfelt condolences to families whose loved ones have passed away in recent months:

Asne Samuels (Herzliya)
Bernice Burnstein (Ramat Hasharon)
Bernie Kupferberg (Moshav Nir Chen)
Cecily Tuffias (S.A.)
Chinky Whiteman (Netanya)
Dov Braun (S.A.)
Edie Gorfil (Netanya)
Eli Shrier (Hod Hasharon)
Eli Steinberg (Ramat Beit Shemesh)
Ethel Trapido (Givatayim)
Fay Kaplan (Raanana)
Harry Bank (Tel Aviv)
Jack Danziger (Cape Town)
Jackie Adelsky (Bulawayo)
Janie Lotz (Netanya)
Jason Bernstein (Hod Hasharon)

Jessel Mendelsohn (Netanya)
Joe Salem (Tel Aviv)
Ma’ayan Rothenberg (Kibbutz Beit Ha’emek)
Marion Milner (Beer Sheva)
Matti Cohen (Ramat Hasharon)
Max Lanier (Ra’anana)
Motti Weiner (Protea Village)
Myron Weinberg (Protea Village)
Nancy Hartsman (Ra’anana)
Nat Lee (Hod Hasharon)
Sara Kroll (Kibbutz Ma’ayan Baruch)
Shlomo Kroll (Kibbutz Ma’ayan Baruch)
Tolli Sloman (Kibbutz Yizreel)
Beulah Ganz (S.A.)
Dov Sender (Jerusalem)
Louis Greenblatt (Kiryat Ya’arim)
Aba Nurick (Kibbutz Saad)

Ma’ayan Rothenberg
Last December saw the tragic death Corporal Ma’ayan Rothenberg from moshav Kibbutz Ha’emek. The 18 year old from the
Armoured Corp. died following injuries sustained during a
training exercise at the Shizafon base in the south of Israel.
His service to his country did not end with his life; on the
contrary he has given life to five others. Three men and one
woman, all in Israel, received Ma’ayan’s heart, lungs, kidney’s
and pancreas. His liver was flown to Germany and transplanted
into a 54-year-old man.
Eli Hefetz, 51, who received Ma’ayan’s heart, looked at the picture of his donor and
sighed, “‘this must be an angel.”
Ma’ayan had a phenomenal memory, loved history and the movies and with the
aid of his computer taught himself to play the drums and guitar. He liked to mimic
politicians and was an outstanding athlete.
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Despite being colour blind, Ma’ayan was decorated at the end of his basic training
ceremony at Latrun as a Chayal Mitztayen - Outstanding Soldier.
The Southern African community expresses condolences to parents Mark and Elaine
(ex-Port Elizabeth) and twin brothers Dani and Ilan.

Jason Bernstein
“Ein milim!”, “There are no words” were how people greeted each other at the large
funeral of Jason in Hod Hasharon. And there were no words.
What does one say when a young man of 33 is so cruelly
snatched away three weeks after his young wife had given
birth to their first child. All were stunned.
In one week, a virulent bacterial infection ended the life of
the Chairman of Tzair Balev, Telfed’s Young Olim Committee. His mother Sharon is well-known to the Southern
African community as a long-serving and much-loved staff
member of Telfed.
As more young people have been making aliya from South
Africa in recent years, it became increasingly necessary to establish a special committee to help them integrate into Israeli society. Jason, who had came on aliya with
his family at the age of twelve in 1986, joined the committee with his wife Leanne
soon after they were married. They were both well established professionally, ready
to start a family and keen to serve their Southern African community. In 2007, Jason
assumed the reins of Chairman. A year later, the Committee - that reaches out to young
Southern African olim by connecting with ‘lone soldiers’, organising social events,
inviting professionals to speak on the job market and meeting with visiting youth
groups from South Africa – lost its dedicated, “caring and soft-spoken” Chairman.
Sadly, this was a family not new to sudden tragedy. In 1996, while serving in the
IDF, Jason heard the devastating news that his grandmother and aunt, on his father’s
side, had been killed in a terrorist attack at Dizengoff Centre.
Again, this family was being called upon to pick up the pieces and go on. His brother
Richard, in tender prose, spoke at the funeral of Jason’s nature and in particular his
persistence in tackling problems, “never giving up”, while his cousin Craig strummed
at the graveside a sweet melody on his guitar. “You always asked me to play for you.
How could I not today. Farewell.”
The entire Telfed Family expresses its heartfelt condolences to wife Leanne and baby
Mika, to parents Sharon and Paul, his brother Richard and extended family.
David Kaplan
continued on next page
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IN MEMORIAM
Leo Camron

A graduate of Natal University and an artillery captain who served in North Africa in WW2,
Leo Camron (Caminsky) left his wife Hazel with two daughters and “one
on the way”, to join Machal and fight in Israel’s War of Independence.
Such was Leo’s commitment which typified a lifetime of service, notably
introducing rugby to Israel as well as his pioneering contribution to the
teaching of English to Israeli students. He was revered as an outstanding
educator and was the author of English grammar books that served successive generations of students in the new State.
After serving in Machal, Leo made aliya with his family in 1951, obtaining
an appointment in the sports department of the IDF, where he is credited
with organising in 1952, the first rugby game in Israel, between a group of South Africans
and a team of parachutists. The South Africans won 18-6. He was active as well in the
genesis of the two other main Southern African sports - cricket and bowls.
Working for Telfed in 1955, he is well remembered by people of that generation for his
role in Kol Zion Lagola, Telfed’s radio service. This was at a time when telephonic contact
between Israel and South Africa was virtually non-existent, so Leo used to record messages from family members in towns, kibbutzim and moshavim and send the recordings to
South Africa, where it was then broadcast once a week on local radio. It was also played
to gatherings of people, hungry to hear the voices of their loved ones.
Leo is survived by his widow Hazel, daughter Sharon Ziporin, son Alon Galron and three
grandchildren, all of whom live in Israel; a son, David Camron, a daughter Jo-Ann, five
granddaughters and three great-grandchildren, who all live in the United States.
David Kaplan

Joseph E.A. Salem
Telfed mourns the passing of Joe Salem who died recently at the age of 94. Joe had been
for many years a valuable member of Telfed’s Endowment & Scholarships Committee.
Tributes were paid at the funeral to one of the most highly respected freemasons in the
world, an Hon. Deputy GrandMaster of Israel, South Africa, Netherlands and Scotland.
A wise, caring and humble man, Joe will be missed by all whose lives he touched.
Telfed extends sincere condolences to wife Leonora, children Tova and Michael and their
families.
a
The Chairman, Editor and members of the Telfed Media Committee extend their sincere condolences to Committee member Neil Schwartz and wife Barbara on the tragic loss of their
son-in-law Dov Braun in South Africa.
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CLASSIFIEDS
All classified advertisements must be paid for
in advance. Cheques are payable to SAZF
(Israel), 19/1 Schwartz St., Ra’anana 43212.
The basic charge is NIS140 for up to 30
words. For an additional sum of NIS 25 your
ad can also appear on our website. One free
ad will be granted to new olim from Southern
Africa within the first year after arrival.

Accommodation
Holiday Apartment- Raanana, Herzliyah
Pituach and Netanya. Furnished, modern,
cable TV, Internet. Some units with parking,
elevators & wheelchair accessibility. Contact: (050) 711 7967 caryfox@rogers.com.
VOIP: 416 630 9639. Skype: caryfox1
Holiday Apartments - Ra’anana: modern,
central, fully-furnished and equipped. Sleeps
6/8, 2 bathrooms, central air-conditioning. Short-term rentals available. Contact
Ralph: (054)429-1455/6, (09)749-3399,
Not Shabbat.

Holiday Apartment – Jaffa (Picturesque
Maronite Quarter) 2 rooms a/c, Kitchenette,
shower, satellite TV, router internet connection, fully furnished, newly renovated, weekly
servicing. Min. stay 1 week.View the apartment: hadolphinholidayhome.blogspot.com/
or call Issy or Paula Miodownik 03-6829736
or 0526887111.
Holiday Apartments – Raanana: Furnished
and air-conditioned 2 & 4-roomed apartments. Available for short or long-term.
Tel: (09) 774-2303, Fax (09) 771-7202.
Not Shabbat.
Accommodation to let in Ra’anana:
3-roomed holiday apartment, furnished,
including use of gym and pool, short or
long term. (050)792-4473.

Antique Clock Repairs
Antique Clock Repairs: I repair and make
new parts for your old or antique clock. I am a
specialist in this field! Countrywide Service. I
also buy and sell classic and unique clocks. Susan
(09)772-9222, (052)243-0040.

Catering

Shirley’s Deli: Special Menu for Chagim Home made cooking, includes: Fish, Herrings,
Soups, Salads, Meats, Turkey, Roast Beef, Brisket, Chopped Liver, Kugels, Pies and Puddings.
Delivery to Raanana and Herzliya Pituach. 8
Nitza Blvd. Netanya. (09) 887-5043/4.
Fonda’s Catering - catering for all occasions.
For further information, contact Nicky 0528488678.

Cleaning Services
Ambassador Cleaning Services for carpets,
upholstery, windows, shutters, & crystal floor
polishing.Call Lawrence Hurwitz, telephone:
052 – 2509962, 050-2509962

Computer
Israel PC doctor, complete PC & Network
Support – House calls day or night; Expertly
solving all computer problems; repairs, sales,
upgrades & instruction, Microsoft & Comp TIA
Certified; 16 years experience. Free consultation
& advice. References available. Contact Beau:
(054)7726239,beau1@techie.com; http://groups.
yahoo.com/group/IsraelPCdoctor/

Counselling
I am a qualified Social Worker specialising in
marital and relationship counselling, personal
progblems, trauma de-breidfing. Jackie Galfut.
Phone: (09)745-4090 8:00am - 12:00pm Sunday
to Thrusday.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Electrician
Shimon’s Services - For all your electrical
and household appliances: repairs, instillation
and maintenance, in Modiin, Jerusalem, Beit
Shemesh and the Sharon Areas. For friendly and
reliable service call Shimon Zack, (057)7353717, (052)295-3717, (08)970-7194. Not
Shabbat.

Furniture Storing and Moving
Store-It-All, Ltd. Full service, courteous
storage and moving professionals. Clean
“mini-storage” facility-units in all sizes for
personal/business needs. Owned and operated
by American Olim. Tel. (03) 966-9682, (08)
869-2491.

Handyman
Your handyman for all your home
maintenance requirements in the Sharon
Area: •Painting •Plumbing •Electrical
•Carpentry •Fencing •General Repairs
•Pergolas. For a free quotation, call Craig
(052)867-5235

M-Net
M-net, Movie Magic, M-net Series and a
whole host of other DSTV Channels now
available. Super 14 Rugby is now in full
swing. Get all the action live on Super Sport!
Documentaries, comedies, classic movies
are all included in the package. For further
information, call Marc at 052 6548579 or
Menachem at 057 5693111

Personalised Stickers
HADBEK-OTI. Tired of searching for the
perfect gift? Well look no further, personalised stickers in bright, unique designs. For
more information, please contact: Hilary
(050)5372522 or Shelley (052)6865568
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Podiatrist/Chiropodist
Nathan Haberfeld, D/P/M/, M CH.S. Expert
for all ages with vast experience in foot problems
- gait analysis for children (bow-legs & knock
knees), nail surgery under local anaesthetic,
ingrown toenails, veruccae cautery and diabetic feet treatment. studied at Chelsea Foot
Hospital London, worked in hospitals, privately
and lectured on Podiatry in South Africa. call:
(09)8828696 or (050)6267897.

Psychiatry
Prof. Jonathan Benjamin, psychiatry and
psychotherapy. Former Head of the Psychiatry
Department at Ben Gurion University of the
Negev. 25 years experience. Now in Caesarea.
Call 052- 2891727

Reflexology
Reflexology treatments from a qualified therapist.
Effective natural and relaxing therapy for the
relief of stress and various physical conditions
(migraines, allergies, constipation, PMS &
menopause symptoms, muscular pain, insomnia, etc). Dana Balkind (B.Sc) 054-7231311
(TA area)

Swedish Massage Therapist
I am a certified masseur with strong therapeutic
hands. I recently started a clinic in my home
in Kfar Saba at reasonable rates. Mike Lewis
(054)4822547; Mikelewis2007@gmail.com

Veterinarians
Yanuv Veterinary Clinic - Dr. Bernard
Hurwitz: comprehensive veterinary services and boarding, at discount prices. 24hour Service. Moshav Yanuv near Kfar
Yona. Tel.: (052)663-6646, (09)898-5773,
(09)894-8001

We Want
Any China, household goods, tableware, silver
plate, glassware, bric-a-brac or small furniture
that you can live without? Or moving house?
We’ll make you an offer you can live with. Call
Sol or Lorraine, Gallery Lauren, 83 Sokolov
Street, Ramat Hasharon. Tel. (03)540-9481.

